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Cyclone Rovers Destroys Tully @
Endeavour
Over a fortnight for the history books Rovers First XI have
sent the boys from the Cassowary Coast Packing.
No cyclone warning could have helped the Tully based side
as the boys in green showed poise in an historic first victory
at Endeavour Park.
The First XI victory was set up on Day One when stand in
skipper Dan Kearney tactically lost the toss as a nine man
Tully chose to field. Captain DK led from the front in a
dominate opening knock posting 68 runs before his
customary walking style had him gunned out.
The Roovers bats didn’t let up here with Aaron ‘the big
show’ Lock monstering the Tully attack for 63 runs off 38
balls and Fish digging in with his first 50 of the season. In
the end we were bowled out for 277 with an hour of play
remaining.
The last hour would see a clinic of bowling and chirp as the
Western Bulldogs AFL Victory got the boys up and about.
DK would remove their opening bat second ball and it all
went downhill from here. Lachy Jess uprooted the stumps
of the other opener and once Jasper dismissed Rhys
Camilleri Tully were shot.
Week two’s action saw much of the same with our boys
looking to have a big win at home. Lachlan Jess rolled
through the Tully line up on his way to a Michelle 5fer (513) routing Tully for 120.
As all good captains do they sniff out weakness in the
opposition and with Tully still requiring 170 runs with 9
available bats in the second dig Captain Lever sent Tully
back in enforcing the follow on.
Rovers were led by a great bowling display from Jasper
Sumner who collected 4 wickets as Rovers claimed the

outright victory by an innings and 7 runs with less than
10minutes remaining in the day.

Kings XI and 3rd Grade Complete
Cassowary Coast Rout
The other victories for the weekend came from our Kings XI
side who won first innings points against Tully and our 3rd
Grade recording an outright victory over Mission Beach in a
match dominated by the bowlers.
The Kings XI team were made to work hard in there match
at Milller Oval to get the points with Tully batting first and
putting on a strong start registering 214 all out.
Mandeep Singh regitered his first 5fer for the season (5-52)
as he bowled in tandem with Jaginderpal Singh (2-29).
Manu Sharma was the other multiple wicket taker
removing the two openers on his way to figures of 2-32.
Day two proved to be a one man show with Viru‘Virat’Singh
smashing the Tully bowlers to all areas registering Roovers
first ton of 2016/17. At the close of innings Viru had helped
himself to 111 red inked runs. Solid contributions from
PAreminder Dhillon (27) and Rhanjodh Singh Dhindsa (26)
ensured the Kingsmen got over the line with a comfortable
first innings victory. The Kings eventually were bowled out
in the 62nd over for 271.
The boys were able to pick up some consolation points in
Tully’s second dig picking up 4 poles as Tully finished the
day at 4/92.
Our 3rd Grade got the game started well rolling through
Mission Beach for 70 in their first dig. Captain Michael
Patane taking honours with the ball (4/33) with support
from Steve Sills (2/2), Lachie Clarke (2/15) and Darren Dietz
(2/19).

In response the boys were left reeling at 5/16 but a solid 6th
wicket partnership of 45 between Rowan Tattersall (26) and
Michael Patane (23) ensured the boys in green finished the
day in front. In the end Rovers were bowled out for 86.
Making the opportunity of an outright a very real
possibility.
This was an opportunity that the 3rds boys cashed in on
bowling Mission Beach out for a misely 43 in their second
innings inside 20 overs. Graeme Kenny (3/5) and Shaun
Keating (3/12), Steve Sills (2/9) and Captain Patane (2/16)
all picked up multiple wickets in a great team bowling
display.

The score of 43 left the boys in Green 29 to chase down
for victory. A score which even on a bowlers friendly
deck was not going to be out of reach. In the end
Roovers claimed outright points in the 19th over for the
loss of two wickets.

Gallant Green Caps Defeated by
Mulgrave Punjabi

Second Grade
Rovers Kings XI 271 (V Singh 111*, P Dhillon 27, R Singh 26)
defeated Tully 214 (M Singh 5/52, J Singh 2/29, M Sharma
2/32) & 4/92 (J Singh 2/18)
Rovers Green Caps 215 (B Patel 96, Lamborn 29, Newman
29*) & 0/54 defeated by Mulgrave Punjabi 219 (Sumner 5/ ,
J Carter 4/ )

Third Grade
Rovers 86 (Tattersall 26, Patane 23) & 2/29 outrighted
Mission Beach 70 (Patane 4/33, Sills 2/2, Clarke 2/15, Dietz
2/19) & 43 (Kenny 3/5, Keating 3/12, Sills 2/9, Patane 2/16)

Upcoming Matches
Saturday October 15/22 2016
Rovers 1st XI BYE
Rovers U16 vs Norths (15/10) & Mulgrave (22/10)
Rovers U14 vs Atherton (15/10) & Norths (22/10)
Rovers U12 vs Mulgrave Red (15/10) & Barron red (22/10)

Bhavin Patel did all he could on day one to set up a big first
innings total. Bhavin’s subdued 96 from the team total 215
was the clear highlight of a first day where the bowlers did
their best to beat the bat.

Sunday October 16/23 2016
Rovers Green Caps vs Barron at Cratherh Park 8:30am
(16/10) & Norths at GP2 3:00pm (16/10)
Rovers Green Caps vs Tully at Miller Oval 1:00pm (23/10)

Solid contributions from Brendan Falvo (29) and Ben
Newman (29*) helped ensure the Green Caps had a
defendable total.

Rovers Kings XI vs Norths at GP1 11:45am (16/10) &
Mulgrave Toads GP1 3:00pm (16/10)
Rovers Kings XI vs Mulgrave Punjabi at GP1 1:00pm (23/10)

On Day two the Rovers bowlers toiled away on a batter
friendly deck. The Mulgrave boys were coasting along at 4180 before our men put them in a spin. JAspewr Sumner
started the downfall on his way to a 5 wicket hall and slowmedium Jeremy Carter continued to probe away as he
picked up 4 pegs of his own.

Rovers 3rd XI vs Tully at Miller Oval, Tully 8:30am (16/10)
Rovers 3rd XI vs Mulgrave at Fuller Park 8:30am (23/10)

The total would prove to be agonisingly short as Mulgrave
were bowled out for 219 in response claiming first innings
by 4 runs.

Reminder: Training & Alcohol

With only 7 overs remaining in the day the Green Caps
gained vital points with a Brendan Payne inspired opening
stand of 54 before play was closed.
Plenty of positives are to be taken out of the result, a
strong bowling display and key bats finding some much
needed runs which is sure to set us up for this week’s T20s
fixtures.
Pruthesh Patel any chance of a captain’s shout?

Club Results
First Grade
Rovers 277 (Kearney 68, Lock 63, Mackrill 51, Jess 26)
outrighted Tully 120 (Jess 5/13, Kearney 3/28, Sumner
2/35) & 151 (Sumner 4/25, Lever 2/16, Lindenmayer 2/30)

Good luck to all involved and let’s get along and support all
of our teams.

Training is on Tuesday/Thursday from Tuesday October 4 at
4:45pm.
Please be reminded that no alcohol is to be brought to
fixtures. You must purchase from the canteen and remain
within the designated drinking areas.

Membership Fees
A friendly reminder to all players to get your membership
fees in to the club ASAP. It is required that you have paid at
least half your membership to play this year. If you can’t pay
in full speak to Fergs about setting up a player payment
plan.
Bank Details:
BSB: 633000
Acct Number: 1139 66485
Fee structure in 2016/17 is as follows:
Seniors: $280
Under 16: $215

Under 14: $195
Under 12: $175
Senior Match Fee: $25/Game
Junior Match Fee if game is played on turf
Club Polo/White Shirt/Training Shorts: $70 Deal or $25 each
shirt/$20 shorts
Club Cap: $10

Upcoming Events
Lock the following dates away in your calendar; keep
updated by liking the Rovers Facebook Page.

-

Tom Lever (67)
Aaron Lock (63, 72)
Tim Mackrill (51)
Bhavin Patel (96)
Lachlan Ford (80)
Tom Lindenmayer (50*)
Manu Sharma (69)
Frankie Brown (65)
Bruce Jones-Walker (56)

Michelle 5fer
-

Lachlan Jess (5/13 & 5/21)
Jasper Sumner (5/ )
Mandeep Singh (5/52)

Saturday November 5 2016 – 7:00pm
iPod Shuffle Night at ‘The Shed’ make sure you put your song
choice/s down on the sheet in the shed. $10 per
person/song with the last song played the winner. The
winner will take home a prize pool to the value of half the
night’s song takings.
Saturday November 12 2016 – 7:00pm
First XI Awards at Dunwoody’s following the two day match
with Norths at Griffith Park. Awards will be held from
7:00pm – 7:30pm. Make sure you get along have a meal &
drink as we recognise the efforts of those who did well.

Rovers Fundraising
Make sure you purchase your raffle tickets (Alcohol Raffle
and Jag the Joker) as well as hanging around for a drink and
feed from the BBQ as the teams for the weekend are read
out.
Jag the Joker is up to $80 this week.

Rovers Junior Update
Rovers Junior Season has commenced with sides in U12,
U14 & U16. Training times are below:
Under 12 Friday 4:45pm – 6:00pm
Under 14 Wednesday 4:15pm – 6:00pm
Under 16 Tuesday/Thursday 5:00pm – 6:30pm
For more information contact Junior Vice President Daniel
Kearney 0423 971 441

Wrap Up
As we all enter this period where the cricket calendar is a
little silly, there is no first grade for a month, 2s play T20s
and 3rds travel all over Queensland. Stay calm, savour the
moment and don’t get too emotional!

End of Season Trip – 18+
End of Season Trip will be heading to Airlie Beach from April
6-10 2017.
Deposits are due in by Wednesday October 19 if you wish to
go. Please give your deposit ($150) to Fish so that he can
start booking everything.

2016/17 Highlight Reel
One Tonne Rodeo
- Viru Singh (111*)
50 Club
-

Daniel Kearney (68)

Want to become a Rovers Sponsor.
Contact us at
admin@roverscc.com.au

